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Music-Drastic or Gnostic?
CarolynAbbate

What does it mean to write about performed music? About an opera live
and unfolding in time and not an operatic work?Shouldn't this be what we
do, since we love music for its reality,for voices and sounds that linger long
after they are no longer there? Love is not based on great works as unperformed abstractions or even as subtended by an imagined or hypothetical
performance. But would considering actual performances simply involve
concert or record reviews?And would musicology-which generally bypasses performance, seeking meanings or formal designs in the immortal
musical work itself-find itself a wallflower at the ball?
More than forty years ago, Vladimir Jankelevitchmade what is still one
of the most passionate philosophical arguments for performance, insisting
that real music is music that exists in time, the material acoustic phenomenon. Metaphysical mania encourages us to retreatfrom real music to the
abstraction of the work and, furthermore,alwaysto see, as he put it, "something else," something behind or beyond or next to this mental object. Yet,
as he wrote, "composing music, playing it, and singing it; or even hearing
it in recreatingit-are these not three modes of doing, three attitudes that
are drastic, not gnostic, not of the hermeneutic order of knowledge?"'Musical sounds are made by labor. And it is in the irreversibleexperience of
playing, singing, or listening that any meanings summoned by music come
into being. Retreatingto the work displaces that experience, and dissecting
the work's technical features or saying what it represents reflects the wish
1. VladimirJankdl1vitch,
Musicand theIneffable,trans.CarolynAbbate(Princeton,N.J.,2003),
p. 77;hereafterabbreviatedMI.A similaremphasison doing characterizesChristopherSmall's
ethnographyof music making,Musicking:TheMeaningsofPerformingand Listening(Hanover,
N.H., 1998).
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4. See SuzanneCusick,"OnMusicalPerformancesof Genderand Sex,"in AudibleTraces:
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This does not mean that academia has neglected classical-musicperformance. Farfrom it. The relationship (or lack of one) between musicological
dicta and musical praxishas haunted the historical performancemovement
and the debates about it.5There are music historians who write about performers of past eras and literary critics or art historians who write on performance art. There arephilosophical argumentsabout performance,made
with particular verve.6There are ever more frequent references to favorite
recordings and analyses of opera staging, not to mention theperformative
as catchword and object of scrutiny. Nicholas Cook, imagining a performance analyst, makes an exhaustive list that downplays only certain
conventional music-historical approaches (early music performance, performer biographies).' His typology includes "performanceinterpretation"
(the performance becomes the means to bring out structural features), a
staple in music theory.8Under the rubric of the performative there is the
"functioning of the performing body" and the restrictions culture imposes
on it, which indeed reduces the body to another text to be analyzed, but
might include ways in which a specific performance satirizes or travesties
the script ("B").9The performativeas umbrella concept could shape a postmodern approach (via Bakhtin and the dialogic) that sees the performance
event as a polysemic text to be analyzed in its many conflicting domains.
Cook discusses a quasi-ethnographic or sociological approach, where an
authoritativeobserver synthesizes the performancewithin the culturalcontext of its production. He notes that "analyzingmusic as performance does
actualperformancesin "Genderand the CulturalWorkof a ClassicalMusic Performance,"
Repercussions 3 (Spring 1994): 77-110, Cusick herself adheres to the work-centered musicological

norm or documentsperformativeelementslike femalevocalityas they wereunderstoodin earlier
historicaleras.
5. Twocriticalgold standardsareRichardTaruskin'sTextandAct:Essayson Musicand
(New York,1995),and JohnButt,reviewof Authenticities:
Performance
PhilosophicalReflectionson
MusicalPerformance,
by PeterKivy,Journalof theAmericanMusicologicalSociety53(Summer
2000): 159-64as well as PlayingwithHistory:TheHistoricalApproachto MusicalPerformance
(Cambridge, 2002).

6. See LydiaGoehr,TheQuestforVoice:On Music,Politics,and theLimitsofPhilosophjy
(Oxford,
and Signification(Bloomington,
1998),and Naomi Cumming, TheSonicSelf-MusicalSubjectivity
Ind., 2000).

7. See NicholasCook, "BetweenProcessand Product:Music and/asPerformance,"Music
TheoryOnline7 (Apr.2001):http://www.societymusictheory.org/mto/issues/mto.o1.7.2/mto.
0l.7.2.cook.html;hereafterabbreviated"B."As JonathanDunsbywrites,"PerformanceStudiesis a
burgeoningarea. .. in the book and articleliterature"(JonathanDunsby,"Actsof Recall,"The
Musical Times 138 [Jan. 19971:12).

8. As is typical,for instance,in argumentsin EdwardCone'sMusicalFormandMusical
(New York,1991),two of
Performance(New York,1968),or EdwardSaid'sMusicalElaborations
manybooks by scholar-performers.
9. One instanceis Lindaand MichaelHutcheon,BodilyCharm:LivingOpera(Lincoln,Nebr.,
2000).
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Society55 (Summer 2002): 207-54.

11. Thereareexceptions;Goehrand Cummingareexemplaryin this regard.In "Actsof Recall"
on the other hand, Dunsbyusesless objective"poeticised"languageonly at the end (p. 16). In this
case,the veryself-consciousnessthatbracketsthatlanguageas "poeticised"-that worriesabout
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12. DavidJ.Levin,"IsTherea Textin This Libido?Diva and the Rhetoricof Contemporary
OperaCriticism,"in BetweenOperaand Cinema,ed. JeongwonJoeand RoseTheresa(New York,
2002), p. 122.Lindaand MichaelHutcheon,in BodilyCharm,strikean admirablemiddleground
by alternatelyinvestigatingrapturefrom afarand respondingwith raptureto performedopera's
force.
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because drastic connotes physicality, but also desperation and peril, involving a category of knowledge that flows from drastic actions or experiences and not from verbally mediated reasoning. Gnostic as its antithesis
implies not just knowledge per se but making the opaque transparent,
knowledge based on semiosis and disclosed secrets, reserved for the elite
and hidden from others. Jankdlvitch explored this distinction decades before it became a commonplace in writings that describe performance as a
"site of resistance to text" or as something so contingent upon present human bodies that it remains opaque ("B").16
In Janke1dvitch'sterms, fixing upon actual live performances would
mean embracing the drastic, a radical step. There is no a priori theoretical
armor. In practical terms, it would mean avoiding the tactile monuments
in music's necropolis-recordings and scores and graphic musical examples-and in the classroom this is nearly impossible. In some larger sense
it might even mean falling silent, and this is difficult to accept because silence is not our business, and loquacity is our professional deformation.
Is the gnostic attitude precluded by performed music? This is a personal
matter;thus it can be put to an individual test. Here is mine: on 27 November 2001, I was accompanying a singer in a lecture-recital that included
Idamante'saria "Non temer, amato bene" from Mozart'sIdomeneo,and this
performance allowed me to play out the two attitudes as an experiment.
"Non temer" is a bravuraariawith fast runs for the pianist, calling for strict
attention to the singer's tempi.'7 While playing, however, I decided to ask
myself some distracting questions. They were along these lines: Where exactly is the Enlightenment subjectivity in these notes? Is the regime of absolute monarchy reflected exactly there, in this phrase?Does this arpeggio
represent Idamante'ssecret sexual agitation, and exactly how?
My mental inquiries were consciously bizarre. It is virtually impossible
to sustain such speculations while playing or absorbed in listening to music that is materially present. But the questions are no parody. Musical
hermeneutics settles such matters, as evinced by the briefest sample of
celebrated domestic varieties: Susan McClary has described Schubert's
Unfinished Symphony as "drift[ing] freely through enharmonic and
oblique modulations rather than establishing a clear tonic ... in this un16. See JoseGil, "TheBody,Transducerof Signs,"Metamorphoses
of theBody,trans.Stephen
Muecke(Minneapolis,1998),pp. 106-14,esp. p. 106:"Thefloatingsignifierrelatesto the body,this
crucibleof energymutations.But what goes on thereremainsunknown-and will remainso until
an adequatesemiology(one that can takeaccountoftranssemioticfields)is established."
17. This ariaand its precedingrecitative(K.490)wereaddedfor a performanceof Idomeneoin
Viennain 1786.The singerwas male sopranoAnthonyRoth Costanzo.
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futile arguing for musical scholarship's relevance to performance.21Yet if
performing is a case weighted towards the drastic, moving to listening allows no vastly greater reflective distance or safer haven from the presence
of musical sound. Listening as a phenomenon takes place under music's
thumb, and acoustic presence may transfix or bewilder; it frees the listener
from the sanctioned neatness of the hermeneutic.22In more practicalterms,
the experience of listening to a live performance solicits attention more for
the performers and the event and far less for the work than is perhaps generally admitted. Even recordings as technologically constructed hyperperformances, which we can arrest and control, are not quite safe as long as
they are raining sound down on our heads.
The gnostic moment, in the presence of a performance, can become both
absurd and instantaneous, going by in a flash, and, I would add, there is
nothing necessarilybad about absurdityor not enduring past the moment.
But the "Non temer" episode must give pause. It may offer no answers
to the dilemma what to do? Perhaps we should simply acknowledge once
more that both formalist and hermeneutic approaches to musical works
mean dealing in abstractionsand constructs under the aspect of eternity,as
activities that will have little to do with real music-the performance proplacesarbitraryobstaclesin the performer'spath that can frustratethe goal of performance...
that of pleasingthe audiencein the hereand now. [Taruskin,"LastThoughtsFirst,"pp. 22-231
Performerscan and should overruleor ignore"theoracle"(intention,historicalevidence).
Musicologistsshould consultit; that is theirbusiness.Musicologicaland performerattitudesare
separableand not melded into a single,naturalact, like "exhalingand inhaling"(Taruskin,"On
Lettingthe MusicSpeakfor Itself,"TextandAct,pp. 55,52).
21. FredMaus (echoingTaruskin)arguesthat technicalmusic analysis,whose relevanceto
performancehasbeen recommendedin manymusic-theoreticalwritings,in factseems uselessfor
the purposeof performingsomethingwell, concludingthat this is becauseperformanceitselfis
not an analyticalbut a compositionalact;see FredMaus,"MusicalPerformanceas Analytical
andAuthenticityin theArts,ed. SalimKemaland IvanGaskell
Communication,"in Performance
(Cambridge,1999),pp. 129-53.This argumentdoes, however,certifyperformance'svalueby
smugglingsome bigwigs-composer creativityand the immortalworksit produces--back in
througha side door.
22. RolandBarthesand RolandHavasfamouslyassociateone form of listeningwith the
hermeneuticand the religiousinjunctionto heed oracularspeech,in "Listening,"The
Responsibility
ofForms,trans.RichardHoward(New York,1985),pp. 245-60. Immediatelyafter
the separationof the human speciesfrom the animal,humanlisteningentailed"deciphering:what
the eartriesto interceptarecertainsigns"and thus listeningwas "henceforthlinked... to a
hermeneutics:to listen is to adoptan attitudeof decodingwhat is obscure"(p. 245). Yet"modern"
human listeningtransducesthe semiotic,"doesnot aim at--or await--certaindetermined,
classifiedsigns:not what is said or emitted,but who speaks,who emits"(p. 246). This form of
listening,alongwith its attentivenessto corporealityand presenceboth in the listeningsubjectand
the sound source,does not produce"theadventof a signified,objectof a recognitionor
deciphering,but the verydispersion,the shimmeringofsignifiers"(p. 259).Barthes'sdebts to
areeverywhereevidentin his writing,with this-a distinctionbetweengnosticand
Janke16vitch
more drasticlistening-being only one minor example.
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duced and absorbed, which then disappears. And continue as usual. But
musicology's ancillary credo that its insights are relevant to musical performance, as a basis for producing or judging a good performance,will not
be abandoned, even in part, without certain agonies.
What the minor personal anecdote signals, however, is not that musicology has misplaced its proper object but that performances themselves
could give rise to engagement and need not remain a protected half-hour,
something beyond social determination or human limitations about which
one can either say, "bliss!"or remain mute. A taste for the drastic need not
dictate silence. Yetperformances with all their allure need not become just
another object awaiting decipherment, a recordable text subject to some
analytical method yet to come. To treat them this way would be to transfer
the professional deformations proper to hermeneutics to a phenomenon
or event where those habits become alien and perhaps useless. If speaking
of live performances and thus embracing classical music as drastic means
dissecting the gnostic attitude, this is not to dismiss hermeneutics or formalism but rather to say that a great deal remains to be thought about
performance, which, with infrequent exceptions, is inaudible to both in
practice.
Becauselive performancesgive us pause, we must consider the exclusions
and stratagems entailed in reverting to souvenirs, to musical works in the
abstractand their forms or meanings. It is to askwhy the academicdiscourse
devoted to music, whether hermeneutics' search for musical traces of, say,
post-Kantian subjectivity or formalism's search for tonal patterns, is comfortable with the metaphysicaland abstractand uninterested in the delivery
systems that bring music into ephemeral phenomenal being.23Turningtowards performance means scrutinizing the clandestine mysticism involved
in musical hermeneutics (more on this below) because clandestine mysticism could itself be seen as a reaction to forces in play during musical performance. That, at least, is Jankdl1vitch'sdiagnosis. Music's effects upon
performers and listeners can be devastating, physicallybrutal, mysterious,
erotic, moving, boring, pleasing, enervating, or uncomfortable, generally
23. Thesedeliverysystemsincludenot just live professionalperformancebut amateur
performances(often of transcriptionsor reductions),practicingand rehearsing,playingin the
studio while the machinesarelistening,as well as mechanicalmusicaldevices,and of course
recordingand sound technologyas acousticdeliverysystems.JeffreyMasten,PeterStallybrass,
and NancyVickerspoint out that similarexclusionswork even in the receptionof unperformed
artslike literarytextsand in languageitselfbecause"theidealisttraditionhasconstantly
attemptedto separatelanguagefrom its machines... from the adulterationsof materiality,and
consequentlyfrom writingitself,which, as the workof the hand, is seen as a debasedactivity"
(JeffreyMasten,PeterStallybrass,andNancy Vickers,introductionto LanguageMachines:
of Literaryand CulturalProduction[NewYork,1997],p. 2).
Technologies
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embarrassing, subjective, and resistant to the gnostic. In musical hermeneutics, these effectsin the here and now areillicitly relocatedto the beyond,
through a passionate metaphysics that postulates the others for which musical gestures or forms, with the sounds they stand for, are media.24Turning
towards performance means considering music's ability to inspire talk of
inscription devices, deciphering, and hieroglyphic traces, a metaphorical
language that relocates the labor and carnalityof performance in the physical motion and materialproducts of machines. Finally,above all, embracing
the drastic is to react to being given pause by finding out what might follow
the resolve to write about vanished live performances, musicology's perpetually absent objects.
One great merit attached to musical hermeneutics, to the sociological
approach to music in general, does need to be paid full due. That high classical music was shaped by social and cultural forces, by national ethoses,
and that musical works were molded by their maker'spsychic individuality
are all truisms. In those terms music's social contingency and nonautonomous messiness arepatent. Werethis not the case, as has often been noted,
then why would earlyWagnersound like earlyWagnerand not Schumann,
why would nineteenth-century music not be the same as seventeenthcentury music, and why would German music not be the same as Italian
music? So let us take the broad social formation of musical composition as
incontestable. Let us also take it as given that individual composers may aim
to convey a discrete sense via musical configurations (for instance, by using
musical topoi) and may aspire to affect their audience's beliefs or perceptions by such means. Or may not. Having dealt with Richard Wagner, I
have close-up experience with a composer for whom ideology and politics,
poetry, philosophy, and theories about theatrical representation were preconditions for efficacious musical results and have lingered over such connections, both in Wagner'smusic and in opera in general.
But musical hermeneutics refines these unremarkableprecepts. Seeking
the marks that intention or social formation leave within musical works,
we requirefaith in specificity and legibility and above all the conviction that
music's value is defined by connections between individual musical gestures
or forms and what they reflect, with a concomitant resistance, sometimes

24.
A metaphysicsof music that claimsto transmitmessagesfrom the otherworld retracesthe
incantatoryaction of enchantmentupon the enchantedin the form of an illicitrelocationof
the here-and-nowto the Beyond.Sophismgets extendedby meansof a swindle.... I would
conclude,therefore,that music is not aboveall lawsand not exemptfrom the limitationsand
servitudeinherentin the human condition. [MI,p. 151
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nobly overcome, to leftovers beyond this imposed limit. Faith in specificity
and legibility means believing that musical artifacts at later points can be
read for exact localizable traces, that once upon a time something left a
mark, and that reading such traces for the facts they reflect accesses the
proper meaning that one should attach to musical sounds. Only in its crudest forms does hermeneutics treat music as strictly analogous to discursive
language or musical works as tantamount to other art forms and minimize
the differences. To claim that musical configurations express or paint was
common coin in Europe in the eighteenth century, when doctrines of mimesis and representation governed aesthetic production. To say the same
thing now, however, without any historical awareness,as JanetWolff does
in writing that music does not present "special problems" as a decodable
representationallanguage, is not just quaint.25 It shows that contemporary
music-hermeneutic writings can present their faith as a truth that terminates history by deeming it wrong, permanently false to think, for instance,
that musical works are neither ciphered media nor decipherabletext or that
music's beauty is an aspect of its humane value. Yet the forms assumed by
hermeneutic faith are culturally and historically contingent and, because
the historical pendulum of musical aesthetics has swung between embracing mimesis and barricading music from signification, this motion, this
state of unrest, should tell us that music presents some very "specialproblems." Preciselybecause music presents specialproblems, not least of which
is live aural presence, it remains philosophically engrossing.
Musical hermeneutics right now is culturallycontingent, for instance, in
the sense that it could be seen as one minor byproduct of classicalmusic's
slow-motion death in the twentieth century.To the very degree that musical
hermeneutics is promulgated as growth hormone, something that can revive the classical music industry, its consequence upon classical music's
moribund status is made more evident. Classicalmusic, packagedas a transparent social text, will no longer seem a pernicious object that encourages
detachment from the world. Realizingthis, buyerswill be enticed to the cash
registers.26In cold light, such claims seem naive at best. Utopian longing
25. JanetWolff,"Foreword:
TheIdeologyof Autonomous
The
Art,"in MusicandSociety:
PoliticsofComposition,
andReception,
ed.Richard
andMcClary
Performance,
Leppart
1987),p. 12.
(Cambridge,
26. Kramer,
to formalist
CharlesRosen,writesthatthereis no "permanent
reacting
separation
betweenwhatis musicalandwhatis culturalorhistorical,"
that"denying
musicdiscursive
ratherthanenhances
it,"andthat"thisattitudehasincreasingly
meaningmystifies
encouraged
musichasnothingto sayto them"(Kramer,
letterto theeditor,New
peopleto believethatclassical
York
ReviewofBooks,
22Sept.1994,p. 75).Cusickwrotealongsimilarlinesthatwearefacedwith
the"dissolution
of musicology
asa discipline"
dueto a "global
crisisof authority"
andwaning
of high-artmusicin theU.S.,butthatfreshattentionto music'ssocialimplications
appreciation
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runs deep within the nostalgia that would bring back, in some new form,
the lost delights of a bourgeois era when this now-ossified and marginal
repertory was still alive and nearer the center. The aggrandizement of academic musicology, imagined as a major player in the music industry, is
painful to behold. What would executives at Sony Classical say?Fresh audiences for opera and classicalmusic will not be conjured up via disciplinary
upheavals in elite universities. If they can be conjured up at all at this point,
it will be as a fringe benefit of things like the Three Tenors or Andrea
Bocelli-middling singer, avid horseman, and tireless recording artist.
Claims for hermeneutics as classical music's savior are shared by what
might be called low hermeneuticsand soft hermeneutics.This distinction
separatesa musical hermeneutics cravingthe blessing of history or the dead
and seeing immanent supra-audible content in musical artifactsfrom the
past (low) from that which acknowledges such content as a product born
in messy collisions between interpreting subject and musical object (soft).
In soft hermeneutics, where trickle-downs from skepticism and postmodernism have had their effect, correspondences between musical configurations and their attributedmeanings arerecognized as having been created
by a particularsubject'sbehavior towards music, not embedded or encoded
in musical configurations per se-that is another truism, but it does bear
repetition. Penumbrae like intention and belief are paid their due, as is
music's not being a language. The vocabulary characteristic of low hermeneutics on the other hand includes words like traceor mark, implying
the indelible inscriptions left by cultural data upon a permanent recording
medium. But, in fact, soft hermeneutics inevitably becomes low as well;
hermeneutics' fundamental gesture is determining and summoning authority, not leaving open or withdrawing.
Leaving things open is in fact difficult to do in practice without compromise or backpedaling. For Jankelvitch, music unleashes potential
meanings in high multiples, and its promise is that of a "vastfuture that has
been given to us" (MI, p. 72). Music, he writes, has "broad shoulders" to
bear whatever specific meaning we ascribe to it and "will [never] give us the
lie" (MI, p. 11).Jankd16vitchdefines music's ineffability (for some, an uncomfortable word) at times rather neutrally as music's indeterminacy,its
mutability when submitted for contemplation, its range of effects, which
include seeming to be strange or beautiful noise as well as firing up social
or poetic or visual or other associations. It is this that frees us. A coherent
and its specificlinksto gender,class,and race,alongwith consciousnessof our colonizingposition
as historiansor critics,could addresssuch malaise;see Cusick,"Response,"in Musicologyand
Sister Disciplines Past, Present, Future, ed. David Greer (New York, 2001), p. 195.
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stance towards the situation would involve not taking advantage of it, hesitating before articulating a terminus, or restricting music to any determinate meaning within any declarativesentence. And, perhaps, drawingback.
At least, a coherent stance might mean not saying what musical configurations mean without simultaneously signaling a deficit in seriousness or
without proposing too many alternative meanings at the same time. Why
repay the freedom we are given by putting the gift-giver in a cage, doing so
continuously or without regrets,without wondering what this activitymay
say?Such statements anthropomorphize musical works, making them into
living things towards which we must develop an ethical position. They are
not, of course, but the way we cope with them may reflect choices about
how to cope with real human others or how not to. Intersections between
the philosophy of music and moral philosophy were Jankdlvitch's lifelong
preoccupation, and these intersections may well seem inscrutableor worthless to Anglo-American scholarship.
Yet musical works are of course alwaysbeing used or exploited; realones
are used in film and advertising because they are good at doing certain
things, sometimes subliminal things, and as unperformed abstractionsthey
are conscripted in scholarship for similar duties. Though musical hermeneutics emphasizes the social contingency of musical works and "hence"
(although the one does not at all in fact necessitate the other) delegitimizes
mystery and ineffability,hermeneutics itself often involves a profound but
clandestine mysticism.
In what sense? Any argument that discovers legible meanings or significations within music is granting music certain grandiose powers. Ironically, music is granted these powers at the very moment that it is delimited,
perhaps as compensation for captivity. Behind every hermeneutic act is a
sense that when musical configurations are said to carrymessagesor express
cultural facts or release a specific association or construct a particularsubjectivity,these become more authoritative-more signallyimportant, more
persuasive-than the same culturalfacts or associations or constructedobjects as conveyed or releasedby any other media. When I wrote of TheMagic
Flute, "[Mozart'smusic] imagines what the stage drama does not: the possibility of a nocturnal sun," I was trying to guarantee that the "nocturnal
sun" idea (doubts about Enlightenment) would be convincing (ISO,p. 103).
And saying that the idea was there in music and not the happy-end libretto
ensures just that. Such logic depends on what could be called an opera or
soundtrack gambit. Music is being used in exactly the same way as operatic
music and film music in operas and films themselves. Music's correspondence to, or relationship with, certain words or ideas or images takesthings
that might in themselves seem unremarkable (whether doubts about En-
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writes about operatic music tracing "the deepest shifting of envoiced hidden
worlds" over historical time.33In JacquesAttali's Bruits, the original dustjacket blurb says as much: "Tounderstand the history of societies in terms
of the history of their music. The West itself here submitted to analysis.Or,
how the matrix of sounds explains the structures of power."34
What seems important and worth noting, what does matter, and what
characterizesdevils and angels alike, is the paradox at work in the system.
Hermeneutics argues for music's efficacyin a particularway,seeing musical
configurations either as sonic media for embedded signification or, more
subtly, as points of departure wherein cultural or poetic associations are
releasedin listeners during their contemplation of the work, upending their
sense of self in the process. And yet hermeneutics relies upon music's aura
and strangeness, its great multiplicity of potential meanings, the fact that
music is not a discursivelanguage, that musical sounds arevery bad at contradicting or resisting what is ascribed to them, that they shed associations
and hence connotations so very easily,and absorb them, too. Hermeneutics
fundamentally relies on music as mysterium, for mystery is the very thing
that makes the cultural facts and processes that music is said to inscribe or
release (therein becoming a nonmystery) seem so savory and interesting.
Music's ineffability-its broad shoulder-is relied upon so thoroughly and
yet denied any value and even denied existence. This is the mysticism that
will demonize mystery at every turn.35
Juxtaposingthe politically infamous Wagnerwith liberalacademiain the
here and now does not suggest that the differences are not obvious or do
not matter. Not every writer who makes music speak a supra-audiblemessage is doing so to harm or to mock, and it could well be argued that there
is an insuperablespecies differencebetween scrupulous documentation and
mere assertion. If clandestine mysticism is hermeneutics' involuntary reaction to music as performed, then even if it does involve illicit relocations
into the metaphysicalor unexamined convictions that music holds the highest cards, it nonetheless has that sympathetic point of origin. But I am convinced that as long as the genealogies are underplayed and embarrassing
33. GaryTomlinson,MetaphysicalSong:An Essayon Opera(Princeton,N.J.,1999),p. 6.
34. JacquesAttali,Bruits(Paris,1977),dustjacket;translationmine.
35. Allergiesto the word mysteryareendemicto musicalhermeneutics:
Formalistthinking... offersa comfortingsense of mysteryto those (mereamateursor noninitiates)who know verywell how music can influencetheir deepestfeelingsand convictions,
but who don't want to think that such effectscan be obtainedthroughanykind of conscious
or social-manipulative
grasp.... Puttingmusicfirmlybackinto its socio-politicalcontext
[means]resistinganyformof thatmystifiedappealto its supposedlymetaphysical,transcendent
or timelesscharacter.[ChristopherNorris,introductionto Musicand thePoliticsof Culture,ed.
Norris(New York,1989),pp. 8-9]
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mer within musical shapes. That idea, with its many postscripts-that these
things were branded as those shapes were composed, preformingtheir composition, immanent for good, hanging on for centuries thereafter,subject
to perpetual rediscovery-is also consequent upon a hundred years' experience with another total work of art, the movies. One must thus raise
the possibility that a saturation of such total works of art, along with the
effects of their technologies, has itself produced and fortified contemporary
academic hermeneutic faith. And if rhapsodiesto music's autonomy or pure
abstractnessdeny that music gets sticky out of sheer fear of stickiness, one
would have to say that rhapsodies to, say, the Enlightenment reflect concerns of another sort. Perhapsa Citroen commercial, where a speedy goaldirected sports car zips down the road to music from TheMarriageofFigaro,
inspired or affirmed one's ideas about a breathless new telos in music
around 1786.38To exclude this as a possibility,to flourish serious documents
and music-tracing-the-French-Revolution at every turn, is to demonstrate
the glum hegemony of the respectable.
Consuming a diet rich in cinema with musical accompaniment and, no
less importantly, being exposed to the technological delivery systems
whereby film brings music into being continues to nourish a deep conviction that musical configurations convey information; this along with the
softer view that music unleashes proliferating semiotic explosions derives
at least in part from both operatic and cinematic experience. Contemporary
sensoria have been re-formed by modern technological multimedia, and
this leads to amplified convictions about correspondences. The original
sensorial transformation-with attendant new multimedia competence,
new mastery of polysemic situations-is projected onto pretechnological
high art objects (like symphonies), with correspondence becoming those
works' raison d'etre and the only legitimate diagnosis of their import. Perhaps hermeneutics was reborn of cinematic kitsch and manipulation, with
the academic platform, like our still-powerful emotions upon hearing sublime classical works, now being in part a Hollywood by-product. Is there
anything wrong with that?
Standing back from all genuflecting, one might say that music is stickier
and less important than the romantics-including the many still with uswant to imagine. It is at once ineffable and sticky; that is its fundamental
incongruity. Words stick to it, as anyone who has tried to get the "lyrics"
for Schubert's Unfinished Symphony out of his head knows all too well.
Images and corporeal gestures stick as well. Thus claims for music's absoluteness or autonomy, which recur throughout the history of musical aes38. On Mozartin the Citroencommercial,see ibid., pp. 6-9.
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has argued.Erosproducesthe desireto comprehendthese objects,despitetheirresistance,as
signifiers.Humanbodies arethus semioticizedby the desireto know their assumedsecrets;see
PeterBrooks,BodyWork:Objectsof Desirein ModernNarrative(Cambridge,Mass.,1993),pp. 8,
23-24.
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41. Both movies may be alludingto a genuinemusicalcode language,Solresol,inventedby
music teacherJean-FrangoisSudreduringthe 1820sand 1830s.Solresolallowedverballanguageto
be translatedvia elaboratemappingsinto musicalconfigurations.In the 1830s,Sudretoured
Francedemonstratinghis languageon musicalinstrumentsand interestedthe Frenchmilitaryin
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Sudre,see DavidWhitwell,La T6liphonieand the UniversalMusicLanguage(Northridge,Calif.,
1995).
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42. TheodorW. Adorno,Introductionto theSociologyofMusic,trans.E. B. Ashton (New York,
1976), pp. 62, 69, l09, 194, 204, 209. In his exegesis of Adorno's writings on music, Richard Leppart

notes thatAdorno acknowledgesmusic as something"distinctlymystical"while "atthe same
time, it is a concrete,materialpractice,"stressingAdorno'spoint that "musicis not constitutedby
a sign system"but a syntacticalone. Againand again,as Leppartindicates,Adornomust reconcile
his belief in music as cryptogram(whichimpliessignification,in that musicalgestures,syntax,
forms,or proceduresreferencetheirsupra-audiblesocialtruthsand revealthem) with his
knowledgeof music'sindeterminacyand its differencesfrom language(Leppart,"Commentary,"
in Adorno,Essayson Music,trans.SusanH. Gillespie,ed. Leppart[Berkeley,2002], pp. 85,86).
43. McClary,speakingof Attali,in "TheBlasphemyof TalkingPoliticsduringthe BachYear,"in
Musicand Society,p. 17.
44. RoseRosengardSubotnik,"OnGroundingChopin,"in Musicand Society,p. 129.
45. RichardDellamoraand DanielFischlin,introductionto TheWorkof Opera:Genre,
Nationhood, and Sexual Difference, ed. Dellamora and Fischlin (New York, 1997), pp. 1o, 12.

46. RaymondKnapp,"ATaleof TwoSymphonies:ConvergingNarrativesof Divine
Reconciliationin Beethoven'sFifthand Sixth,"TheJournaloftheAmericanMusicologicalSociety
53 (Summer 2000): 292.

47. Adorno,SociologyofMusic,p. 62;ElizabethWood, "LesbianFugue:EthylSmith's
ContrapuntalArts,"in Musicologyand Difference,p. 164;and McClary,ConventionalWisdom
(Berkeley, 2001), p. 5, italics mine.

48. MichelFoucault,TheUseofPleasure,vol. 2 of TheHistoryofSexuality,trans.RobertHurley
(New York, 1990), p. 5.

49. See Barthes,"TheDeathof the Author,"Image-Music-Text,
trans.StephenHeath (New
York, 1977), p. 147.
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distinction between low and soft hermeneutics disappears.Soft hermeneutics makes disclaimers, acknowledges epistemological limitations, or repeats the truism that meaning is produced by and within the subject and is
not immanent in the object and is thus variable and contingent. But-and
this cannot be overstressed-the decipherer's habit is ineradicable from
musical hermeneutics. Neither dialectical foreplay,nor the soft caveatthat,
as Kramer puts it, "meaning is not the cause of the interpretation, but its
effect" or that "what is objectively 'present' in the work ... is not a specific
meaning but the availabilityor potentiality of meanings," can compensate
for statements wherein a specific import is indeed ascribed to some aspect
of or configuration within the work, in acts of academic authority (MM,
p. 118).In other words, you cannot hide the nature of the hermeneutic act,
no matter how eloquent and well-meant your framingdisclaimers.It is built
into the very bone, into the moment when the notes are said to be something other (a "nocturnal sun," perhaps?).One could say it is built into the
business, untranscendable, and one must decide whether to make peace
with that or not.
Musical hermeneutics' specifically technological swerve, its embrace of
codes and mechanisms, has a mixed ancestrybased partlyin linguistics and
in jargon like semiotic code. Historically, however, the move from musical
hermeneutics as silly frivolity or alluring jeu d'esprit (as in the nineteenth
century) to musical hermeneutics with laboratory standards should once
again be credited to Adorno.50Janke1evitch,sardonically,imagines the hermeneutical stethoscope, a scientific instrument to be placed on a musical
work in the right place in order to hear important information. But when
(in 1928) Adorno described Schubert's music as a seismograph, an exemplary move was made towards the technomysticism that is now commonplace.5' That technology, codes, inscription metaphors, and mechanisms
flow into musical hermeneutics is not, however,just an entertaining foible.
They representthe excluded presence of real music, the materialand carnal
as displaced onto technology.
Consider the seismograph, a suave metaphor. Stethoscopes amplify
50. Severalsuch hermeneuticjeux d'espritarediscussedin MusicTheoryin theAge of
Romanticism,ed. Ian Bent (Cambridge,1996).When Germanmusicalhermeneuticsbecamethe
sociologyof music, however,the name changesignaledrespectability.Sociologydifferentiated
Adorno from such fringefiguresor seemingeccentricsas ArnoldScheringand Hermann
Kretschmar,who popularizedthe term musikalischeHermeneutikin the 1920s,fittingpoetic texts
underthe melodiesin Beethovenpiano sonatasor discoveringconcretenarrativeexplanationsfor
his symphonies.In partto differentiatehimselffrom them, in partto markhis lineage,Adorno
chose Soziologie.And still, despiteimmense personaldifferencesbetweenthese figures,therewere
severaldomainsin which theirbeliefsand tacticsconverged.
51. SeeAdorno,"Schubert"(1928),MusikalischeSchriften,4 vols., ed. RolfTiedemann
(Frankfurtam Main, 1982),4:18-33.
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untutored or uninitiated, hidden from the profane. The machines, codes,
inscription devices, and anything that sounds like a science fair should thus
give pause. Adorno's seismograph is ancestor to Attali's magnetic tape:
music "reflectsthe fabrication of society; it is the audible tape of the vibrations and signs that constitute society ... prompting us to decipher what is
a sonorous form of knowledge,"53 as it is to my photographic "doubleexposure" (ISO,p. 96), where music is both what it is and the ghostlyhidden
truth captured simultaneously by an apparatus.Yetif invoking mechanical
devices constitutes blatant self-endorsement-music qua machine traces
what is there without subjective bias, thus when music and my argument
run along the same lines my argument cannot be assailed-there is a less
obvious benefit as well.
And this less obvious benefit returns us to the initial quandary:where
are material presence and carnality,where has live performancegone, when
it produced our love for music to begin with? One answer is that technological images act as their surrogates. According to Jean-FrangoisLyotard,
techne-the action and labor of machines, the material reality implicit in
technology, and the temporality attached to that action-carries implications of concreteness, physicality,and embodiment.54When hermeneutics
invokes technology, it reaps those implications of physicality and labor as
diversions from its concern with bodiless musical works whose mute value
lies in their social or cultural import. Music induces the cryptographicsublime. But reacting to that sublimity by rushing to technological metaphors
means relying on false Eros and synthetic carnalityfor persuasive impact.
The carnal and the material are, it would seem, immensely desirable,
even in their displaced form as mechanisms and inscription machines. Yet
the carnal and material in their evident and common form, as actual live
performances, seem somehow too hot to handle. Music in performance
affects us physically,but, as Jankdlvitch points out, its physical action can
engender spiritual conditions, grace, humility, reticence. Anyone with allergies to words like spiritualwill rejectthis point like a bad transfusion. For
Jankdlvitch, however, the relationship between real music and its action
upon performers and listeners-at a nonrepeatable moment and place, in
a context that will exist only once and not again-becomes so fundamental,
so viscerally powerful and ephemeral, so personal, contingent, fugitive to
understanding, that it elicits the unfashionable. Embarrassingreversions
may be necessary,to Neoplatonic philosophy, for instance, or its stepchild,
53. Attali,Bruits,p. 13;translationmine.
54. See Jean-FrancoisLyotard,"Oikos(1988),"PoliticalWritings(Minneapolis,199o),pp. 96107;see also Hans UlrichGumbrecht,"Formwithout Mattervs. Formas Event,"Modern
LanguageNotes111(Apr.1996):590-91.
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apophatic theology (see MI, pp. 111-19,130-55). Embarrassmentand reversion are difficult and, like understatement and silence, to be entertainedfor
precisely that reason. Jankd16vitch'sargument acknowledges music's precious humanity and social reality,not by insisting that musical works trace
historical facts or release specific sanctioned cultural associations, but by
emphasizing an engagement with music as tantamount to an engagement
with the phenomenal world and its inhabitants. For instance, playing or
hearing music can produce a state where resistingthe flawofloquaciousness
represents a moral ideal, marking human subjects who have been remade
in an encounter with an other.
One can react to performed music not just by imagining machines or
mechanical processes as forms of explanation but by translating the relationship between sounds and performer or listener into safe forms, as connections between the musical notes and human facts:sexuality,subjectivity,
the body, political faiths, cultural habits. The heat added when the human
factor is adduced masks a sanitizing impulse in the enterprise,but to point
this out does not mean that the impulse to retreat or translate is without
appeal. But it does indicate that, in the case of music, formalism (music
theory and analysis) and hermeneutics should not be glaring at each other
because they are twins.55Formalism and hermeneutics are not simply two
celestial bodies occupying an otherwise empty discursive universe. Rather,
their trajectorieshave been determined by a powerful object, the antagonist
visible in the very distortions its presence has engendered. This antagonist
is performed music's action, as opposed to an abstractmusical work's formal shapes or representationalimplications.
Moreover, music theory and formal analysis, while they have solid merits, do not get at what used to be called the music itself, though this has been
both touted as their advantage and condemned as their flaw. On the condemning side, Ruth Solie argues that formalism's affection for technical
musical detail among other things pays homage to immediacy as an intellectual placeholderfor an unmediated musical experience,which, one could
imagine, is tantamount to a performance. And immediacy as a category is
to be suspected because it can become a pretext for excluding certain political understandings of music.56 One can fully agree with her diagnosis of
55. A synthesisbetweenthe two attitudescan be arranged,as it has been by Taruskin,who relies
"on close technicalanalysispreciselybecausehermeneuticsand musicalanalysishaveso often and
so complacentlybeen declared,fromboth sidesof the presumeddivide,to be antagonistic"("0,"
p. xxx). The synthesisis smooth becausethe attitudesarenot antithetical,and it is logicalthat they
marryin a globalexplicationde texte.
56. See Solie, "WhatDo FeministsWant:A Replyto Pietervan den Toorn,"Journalof
Musicology 9 (Fall 1991):399-410.
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formalism's ideological aims without at all agreeingthat formalism deserves
the one backhanded compliment it is being paid. Formalism'srush to descriptive taxonomies or technical analyses is just as distancing as hermeneutics' rush to metaphysical signifieds, tandem flights from music as
performed. A resistanceto taking performance and performancesseriously
should thus be disentangled from distaste for formalism and its ideologies
because formalism, though it may cite immediacy and the music itself, has
no business doing so. Like hermeneutics, it is routinely fixated upon works
and inattentive to actual performances. And because neither camp talks all
that much about real performances, there is no basis for deciding that one
or the other is reacting more (or less) powerfully to real music.
Adopting a deconstructive apparatusand scoffing at presence like a man
can truly seem perverse when real music is at issue. Unlike another aural
phenomena-language or literaturein oral form-real music does not propose a "simultaneity of sound and sense" that in thus positing a signifier
and signified can itself be "convincingly deconstruct[ed]."7 Real music is
a temporal event with material presence that can be held by no hand. So
why assume that musical sound made in time by the labor of performance
is well served by recourse to a philosophical tradition that indeed deconstructs presence, but does so easily because it traffics exclusively in metaphysical objects? This is not to say that metaphysics has no relevance to
music as a philosophical concept. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht has nonetheless
pointed out that phenomena that are events may not be particularlysusceptible to a philosophical tradition in which the metaphysicsof the subject
or insights of Saussurean linguistics are basic sustenance. For such phenomena, philosophies of action, labor, and techne,as he puts it (elaborating
upon Jean-LucNancy), and a critical discourse accounting for the "movement, immediacy, and violence" in events being "born to presence"prove
more fertile.58What Gumbrecht calls meaning culture and presence culture
do not gain legitimacy by excluding each other. One of them is perpetually
in danger of appearing illegitimate in the academy-presence culture. Yet
meaning culture-scholarship's privileged culture-is inadequate to deal
with certain aesthetic phenomena, events like performed music in particular.
57.HenryM.Sayre,TheObject
TheAmerican
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ofPerformance:
are
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Noonewhohasseenthedocumentary
tingthegroundfromgreatheights.61
chosenot to censoror cut.Anforgetsthesound,whichthefilmmakers
I
of thehiddensignified(because
dersonimitatedit. Mysecretknowledge
realterroratthatmomentin
is whattriggered
hadseenthedocumentary)
herperformance.
withthepastanditsartifacts,
Weso oftendealhermeneutically
yetselwehaverightnowandwhattheywillmean
domdowereflectuponartifacts
in thefuture.Hereis a chance.Willsomeaudience
yearshenceseeapirate
the secret,find
without
and
the
sound
of
hear
and,
videotape Happiness
weretoldbya musicolthemselves
And,evenif somespectator
perplexed?
ofthesoundshouldbe,would
reading
ogistofthefuturewhatthehistorical
he or she findthatknowingno longermeanswhatit did in 2002?That
knowingmeanslossof the perhapsequallyterribleaurathe soundnow
Theveryfactofrecordingundefined?
onlyaslongasitremains
engenders
thiseventthatcameintopresence
as anyfutureaudiencecanexperience
(toechoGumbrecht)
surrogate-doesthatnotalter
onlyviaitsrepeatable
handheld
andundercontrol,
an
the
event
a basicalchemy,
artifact,
making
canbecomepale.
andreflection?
Gnosticsatisfactions
distance
encouraging
whose
soundis a remnant
recorded
Whatmaybeleftin LaurieAnderson's
on a rareamalgam-liveprestheforceoncepredicated
forceapproaches
becausethesecretknowlenceandsecretknowledge-butdo so precisely
edgehasbeenlost,as haswhatwasoncealive.Tobelievethatoriginal
or to valuenondetermination
canbecomequasi-permanent,
signification
to ariseandto exist?Thatis the
forthe freedomthatallowsalternatives
fromthepastaswell,andperhapsthat
artifacts
choicewhenconfronting
moredeeply.
choicedependson whichlossis regretted
forceintheclandestine
is
a
Music's
sublimity contributing
cryptographic
in
musical
as
a
that
hermeneutics,
justasmumysticism appears bystander
to exist.Musicis inis whatallowsmusicalhermeneutics
sic'sineffability
nonein
effablein allowingmultiplepotentialmeaningsanddemanding
event
that
social
the
form
as
real
in
its
material
all
above
music,
particular,
drastic
the
real
state
The
hascarnaleffects.
state,is
by music,
engendered
andmusicloversand
andcommon,familiarin performers
unintellectual
When
wecannotstaresuch
value.
it
has
and
annoyingnonmusicologists,
forthem,
find
and
some
in
face
the
sympathy
embarrassing
possibilities
to gnostic
whenwe denythatcertaineventsor statesareimpenetrable
wearevulnerable.
For,
habits,hencemaketheminvisibleandinaudible,
denyingmystery,the perplexingevent,the reticencesuchthingsmay
61. See 9/11, DVD, dir. Jules and Ged6on Naudet (Paramount, 2002).
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meansbeingpreyto something
thatcomesto callatitsnocturnal
engender,
andmorbidgrandiloquence.
worst,ascoercivemysticism
do bring
andmorbidgrandiloquence"
Wordslike"coercive
mysticism
Richard Wagner back to mind and with him my two Meistersingersat the
Met in December 2001, which, like Happiness,put drastic and gnostic attitudes on a collision course. At the first performance, on a Wednesday
night, Ben Heppner lost his voice spectacularly.This became evident when
he cracked on the high Gs and As while singing the first strophe in the first
verse in the preliminary version of the Prize Song, and at that point I made
a quick calculation that he had five more strophes in two full verses in the
preliminary version, and nine strophes in three verses in the final version
in the last scene, in short lots more high Gs and As not even counting the
act 3 quintet. This was when my eyes closed in despair.But I told myself to
open my eyes and pay attention because what we were witnessing was extraordinary raw courage and sangfroid. Heppner would go on singing
knowing what lay ahead. Now the other performersseemed, somewhat psychotically, still to inhabit their roles in Wagner'sjolly Nuremberg, while
Heppner became a unique human being in a singularplace and time, falling
from the high wire again and again.
I was transfixed not by Wagner'sopera but by Heppner's heroism, and
what was important was not the apperception of concealed meaning
through hermeneutic alchemy (as in Happiness) but the singular demonstration of moral courage, which, indeed, produces knowledge of something fundamentally different and of a fundamentally different kind.
Perhaps one could call it drastic knowledge. But the schism on 5 December-essentially, a split where the performance drowned out the workcaused something to happen in the second performance three days later,
when Heppner had recoveredhis voice. What happened followed upon the
scene-change music in act 3, a passage full of candy-store delights:the curtain flies up, the sunny meadow is revealed,the bannerswave, onstage trumpets are unmuffled, and the male chorus sings Guild theme songs at the top
of its lungs. But when the curtain went up on 8 December 2001, I experienced a momentary optical hallucination, a genuine neurological misfire.
I saw stage figures not as they were, in Technicolor Germanic finery, but
shrouded in black with white faces and tragic eyes under bright white lights.
On one level what had happened was that secret knowledge had decided
to restage the performance for me. I know the literature on Meistersinger.
I know the unspoken anti-Semitic underside to the comedy. I know Wagner's essays, and I know the opera's reception history in twentieth-century
Germany.Finally,I know the claims that above all in the music, in the nonsignifying discourse whose secrets are for that reason so much more im-
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portant, something appallingis given voice.62 But what triggeredthe

thenecessary
conditionforthegnosticmentality
to
neurological
restaging,
as
a
was
the
in
earlier
where,
appear hallucinatory
symbol,
performance,
someoneobsessed
the
drastic
attitude
had
byHeppner's
courage,
prevailed.
Thesecondperformance
wouldnot havefractured
hadmyexperience
of
the firstnot beenso radically
attentiveto whatwastakingplace,so inattentiveto Wagner's
andwhatitsmusicmeansor conceals.
Meistersinger
Butthereistheproblem.
Thisfirstperson,thisIwhoisn'tgoingtoforget,
mustbe willingto walkonstageoncewhatcountsis theliveperformance
thatoncetookplace,experienced
onlybythosewhowerepresent.Thatis
the reasonwhycastingone'slot withperformance
andthe drastichas
there
is
no
the
seemedsodifficult;
placetohide.Thereis ironythat,however
wearetothepresentness
andattentive
ofperformance,
thepresresponsive
entpastnessit musthaveto makepossibleanyactof writingis notnegoendemicin academic
tiable.Thereis no hideawayin the universalizing
tidbits
discourse.Forhereis a finalquestion:Oncethe autobiographical
havebeenpassedaround,howlongandhowhardis historyor intention
tasteofthe
usedto erasetheirtaste,whichis thehumbleandunadulterated
is
no
There
to
hide
behind
formalism's
structural
obserplace
subjective?
vationsaboutworksor texts.Andnot evenbehindacademic
bemajesty,
no
we
that
are
causeonceabsorbed
present longer acknowledge
bythings
aswellandwillnotendure.Aperformance
thatourownlaborisephemeral
itsmortality,
doesnotconceala cryptictruthto belaidbare.Butaccepting
be someformof wisdom.
refusingto lookaway,maynevertheless

62. See MarcA. Weiner,RichardWagnerand theAnti-SemiticImagination
(Lincoln,Nebr.,
1995), PP. 117-35.

